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When connected with a PC
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There is a difference in cutting ability between X and Y
Cannot click the camera icon
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The captured image of the camera is different from the processing result
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If the fan improves after a few minutes of running
If the abnormal noise does not disappear after operating for a few minutes

Foreign matter
The fan axis is slanted

High sound from laser head
Problems about FABOOL Laser

The machine works, but laser does not radiate.
DC fan does not spin.
Does not move smoothly along y-axis. Get stuck in the middle and stops.
Machine stops during processing.
Cutting is uneven.
Cut/engraving distortion, gap of position of processing. Cannot draw a fine circle.

Problems about software
It says " Not connected" even you connect USB.
Cannot open *.tif file on Windows 7 and 10.
I want to keep both software, Desktop and Browser one.
I do not know how to do the repeated processing of a single path.

Problems about importing data
Images embedded in SVG are not recognized in FABOOL Software.
Color coding is done in the original data, but is not reflected on uploaded data.
Figures and texts drawn with drawing softwares (Inkscape, Illustrator, etc) are not appearing when imported to FABOOL
Software.
Data does not reflect the filled-up figures.
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Problems about Etcher LaserProblems about Etcher Laser

LLaser power suddenly weakenedaser power suddenly weakened
Last updated: 2020-04-23T05:52:55.000Z | Online Version

Due to the characteristics of diode lasers, the laser power becomes weaker over time as the laser is used.
It is recommended that you replace the laser head if it becomes weak. However, if the laser power
suddenly weakens, the lens may be contaminated, so clean the lens. * Processing longer than the
recommended continuous processing time can also cause the laser power to suddenly weaken.

Cleaning the lensCleaning the lens
Clean with a cotton swab with alcohol. Wipe off the lens many times, taking care not to damage the lens.

"L"Limit switch error" is displayedimit switch error" is displayed
Last updated: 2020-04-23T05:52:55.000Z | Online Version

When the laser head is close to the origin
Since the laser head is in contact with the limit switch, the error will be cleared when "Return to origin" is
selected.

https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360046250754-Laser-power-suddenly-weakened
https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360046665174--Limit-switch-error-is-displayed


When the laser head is not near the origin
The limit switch may be dirty.

Limit switches are attached to the left side of the X-axis and the back of the main unit. The limit switch on
the far right is usually not visible, so check it in the mirror.





EEtcher Laser stopped workingtcher Laser stopped working



EEtcher Laser stopped workingtcher Laser stopped working
Last updated: 2020-04-23T05:52:55.000Z | Online Version

When connected with a PC
The machine may stop if the PC goes to sleep during processing or SmartDIYs Creator is not active. Do
not perform any operations other than SmartDIYs Creator while changing the PC settings and during
machining.

If the Etcher Laser stops working, turn off the Etcher Laser, unplug the USB, then replug it back. Turn the
Etcher Laser on again and check if it works.

 

When connected with a smartphone or tablet
In the case of direct connection, iOS may search for other networks to connect to the Internet. In that
case, Etcher Laser operation may be affected and Etcher Laser may stop.

If you have a Wi-Fi router, you can solve the above problem by connecting in STA mode (via LAN). Check
the connection of the Software setup – smartphone / tablet in STA mode.

TThere is a difference in cutting ability between Xhere is a difference in cutting ability between X

https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360038762154-Etcher-Laser-stopped-working
https://manual.smartdiys.cc/el-software-setup-mobile/


TThere is a difference in cutting ability between Xhere is a difference in cutting ability between X
and Yand Y
Last updated: 2020-04-24T00:03:13.000Z | Online Version

If a slight obstacle occurs in the movement of the axis due to physical factors (changes in the adjustment
state due to impact or vibration on the movable axis, adhesion of foreign matter to the rail, etc.), the laser
irradiation position will shift during repeated processing (processing the same design multiple times). Also,
there may be a difference in cutting ability (ex.: X-axis is cut, Y-axis is not). There is a setting item of “seek
speed” (moving speed of the laser head when not processing) as an effective means to reduce this
difference.

 

You can expect reduction by opening the setting dialog from "Menu bar> Setting> User setting" of
SmartDIYs Creator and changing the mode of "Seek speed" to “quality”.

CCannot click the camera iconannot click the camera icon
Last updated: 2020-04-23T05:52:55.000Z | Online Version

When the door is closed, the camera icon is not clickable. Please open the door.

AAn error occurs when using the camera (capture)n error occurs when using the camera (capture)
Last updated: 2020-04-23T05:52:55.000Z | Online Version

If the camera cannot recognize the camera marker attached to the processing bed, an error will occur.
Please check the following issues:

1. The laser head has not returned to the origin
2. The material is hiding the camera marker
3. The door is not fully open
4. The camera lens is dirty
5. A camera marker is dirty or damaged
6. The camera is out of focus

https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360047316453-There-is-a-difference-in-cutting-ability-between-X-and-Y
https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360038763154-Cannot-click-the-camera-icon
https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360039256373-An-error-occurs-when-using-the-camera-capture-


In the case of 4 and 5, maintenance or cleaning is required. Check the maintenance manual for cleaning
and marker replacement instructions.

If there is no improvement even after checking 1 to 5, the camera may be out of focus. Download the
following software and adjust the focus. After adjusting, execute the capture function again.

Camera lens focus adjustment software
EtcherCameraUtility
[Windows]
EtcherCameraUtility_win

Unzip the downloaded zip file and execute the “EtcherCameraUtility.exe” file in the folder.

[macOS]
EtcherCameraUtility_mac

 Open the downloaded dmg file and move EtcherCameraUtility.app to any folder. Run the
“EtcherCameraUtility.app” file. (If "malicious software ~" is displayed, hold down command and right-click->
open)

How to use
Connect the Etcher Laser and PC via USB, and click the “Start” button in the upper right to display the
acquired image from the camera.

Turn the camera lens to adjust the focus. As a guide, turn around 5 ° to 15 °.
Turn clockwise or counterclockwise from the initial position, and turn in the same direction when
blurring decreases
On the other hand, if blurring increases, turn in the opposite direction.
After adjustment, execute capture with SmartDIYsCreator

TThe captured image of the camera is differenthe captured image of the camera is different
from the processing resultfrom the processing result
Last updated: 2020-04-23T05:52:55.000Z | Online Version

If the captured image of the camera does not match the position of the actual processing result, you can
correct it in the software.

https://manual.smartdiys.cc/el-maintenance/
https://manual.smartdiys.cc/el-maintenance/
http://download.smartdiys.com/etchercamerautility/application/v0.0.4/EtcherCameraUtility_win-v0.0.4.zip
http://download.smartdiys.com/etchercamerautility/application/v0.0.4/EtcherCameraUtility_mac-v0.0.4.dmg
https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360039257253-The-captured-image-of-the-camera-is-different-from-the-processing-result


In the case of PC software, the X-axis and Y-axis values can be entered from Settings → EtcherLaser,
and in the case of phone applications from Menu → Machine.

If a positive value is entered for the X axis, the laser irradiation position will be corrected to the right, and if
a positive value is entered for the Y axis, the laser irradiation position will be corrected downward.

Also, close the height adjustment screw while keeping the top of the laser head in close contact with the
laser head fixing unit so that the laser head does not tilt during height adjustment. If the laser head is
tilted, it may cause misalignment of the processing position.



 

 

CCannot connect to the Internet while operatingannot connect to the Internet while operating



CCannot connect to the Internet while operatingannot connect to the Internet while operating
with a smartphone or tabletwith a smartphone or tablet
Last updated: 2020-04-23T05:52:55.000Z | Online Version

When connected to the Etcher Laser via a smartphone or tablet, it is not possible to connect to the Internet
because it is connected directly via Wi-Fi.

If you are using a Wi-Fi router, you can connect to the Internet while operating the Etcher Laser by
connecting in STA mode (via LAN). Check the "Connection to machine".

NNoise is heard from the laser head or exhaustoise is heard from the laser head or exhaust
fanfan
Last updated: 2020-04-23T05:52:55.000Z | Online Version

If the fan improves after a few minutes of running
The bearing oil may solidify due to a drop in temperature, causing an abnormal noise. If the temperature
rises and the oil becomes softer, the abnormal noise will disappear.

If the abnormal noise does not disappear after operating
for a few minutes
Please check the following points.

Foreign matter
If foreign matter that interferes with the rotation of the fan is detected, clean it with a compressed air
duster or a soft cloth.

The fan axis is slanted
The fan shaft may tilt due to some external force, which may cause it to come into contact with the
rotation of the motor. If a tilt is detected, please contact us.

HHigh sound from laser headigh sound from laser head

https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360039257473-Cannot-connect-to-the-Internet-while-operating-with-a-smartphone-or-tablet
https://manual.smartdiys.cc/el-mobile-connection-to-machine/
https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360047316353-Noise-is-heard-from-the-laser-head-or-exhaust-fan


HHigh sound from laser headigh sound from laser head
Last updated: 2020-04-23T05:52:55.000Z | Online Version

In rare cases, the laser head may resonate and produce a high-pitched sound (this has no effect on
processing). The Etcher Laser already comes with one height adjustment screw, but you can stop the
sound by attaching the spare height adjustment screw to the left side of the laser head. This will correct
any slight balance issues, which is the cause of the sound.

Problems about FABOOL LaserProblems about FABOOL Laser

TThe machine works, but laser does not radiate.he machine works, but laser does not radiate.
Last updated: 2020-08-01T17:02:53.000Z | Online Version

Please check that foot switch attached to the foot of the machine is touching the desk.
If it is not touching the desk, laser does not radiate for the safety purpose.
The "Safety device" sign in the FABOOL Software turns green when the foot switch is firmly pushed to the
desk.

DDC fan does not spin.C fan does not spin.
Last updated: 2018-09-12T03:30:08.000Z | Online Version

When two DC fans in laser unit and PCB case do not spin, please check that AC adaptor is firmly
inserted.
(When it is firmly inserted, LED light on the board turns on.)
When only the one in laser unit does not spin, please check the wiring of laser cable.
When only the one in PCB case does not spin, please check that the connector between DC fan and
board is firmly plugged.

DDoes not move smoothly along y-axis. Get stuckoes not move smoothly along y-axis. Get stuck

https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360038762234-High-sound-from-laser-head
https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003269114-The-machine-works-but-laser-does-not-radiate-
https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003295613-DC-fan-does-not-spin-


DDoes not move smoothly along y-axis. Get stuckoes not move smoothly along y-axis. Get stuck
in the middle and stops.in the middle and stops.
Last updated: 2018-04-19T01:26:22.000Z | Online Version

Please check the following 3 points.

＜1. Slack of Timing Pulley＞
See if timing pulley is firmly fixed at the spindle of motor, and setscrews are tight. 

＜2. Tightness of Timing Belt＞
If timing belt is too tight, too much burden is put on the stepping motor which results in malfunction.
Loosen the timing belt and see if it works well.

＜3. Adjustment of y-axis wheels＞
[Please make sure to unplug before taking this procedure.] Move the y-axis with a hand to see it moves
smoothly in the entire range of motion. If you feel stuck, make adjustments by turning the eccentric spacer.
Please refer to the "Check Y-axis ⇒ Adjust V-slot" in the manual.
http://www.smartdiys.com/manual/fabool-laser-mini-y-axis-assembly/

MMachine stops during processing.achine stops during processing.
Last updated: 2019-09-12T07:35:18.000Z | Online Version

PC might goes into sleep mode if there is no operation on PC for a certain period which stops the
processing. Go to control panel to change the sleep mode setting.

Another possibility is that y-axis hitting the limit by slipping. If this is the case, please see the "Malfunction
of y-axis".

CCutting is uneven.utting is uneven.

https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003295593-Does-not-move-smoothly-along-y-axis-Get-stuck-in-the-middle-and-stops-
http://www.smartdiys.com/manual/fabool-laser-mini-y-axis-assembly/
https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003295573-Machine-stops-during-processing-


CCutting is uneven.utting is uneven.
Last updated: 2019-09-12T07:35:37.000Z | Online Version

Check if there is a distortion of the material. If there is, we recommend to use masking tapes to fix the
material. Also, if angles of feet are not properly adjusted, distance to the material differs throughout the
cutting area which results in uneven cutting. Especially for Mini, when processing clear/white/metal
materials, laser radiation might be reflected or permeated and creates uneven cutting/engraving.

CCut/engraving distortion, gap of position ofut/engraving distortion, gap of position of
processing. Cannot draw a fine circle.processing. Cannot draw a fine circle.
Last updated: 2019-09-12T07:36:19.000Z | Online Version

Check if the timing belt is stretched. If it is loose, it does not transmit the spin of the motor well. Check that
guide roller is adjusted; tight at the spindle and all the rubber is moving during operation. Also, check that
screws to fix timing pulley are not too tight. If they are too tight, timing pulley might not spin properly.

To see the precision, cut out a maximum size of square and circle, measure diagonal line, and adjust tilt of
frame.

Problems about softwareProblems about software

IIt says " Not connected" even you connect USB.t says " Not connected" even you connect USB.

https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003295513-Cutting-is-uneven-
https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003295453-Cut-engraving-distortion-gap-of-position-of-processing-Cannot-draw-a-fine-circle-


IIt says " Not connected" even you connect USB.t says " Not connected" even you connect USB.
Last updated: 2018-04-19T01:30:15.000Z | Online Version

Please make sure board switch is on (on is heat sink side).

Please make sure FaboollaserWin or FaboollaserMac is deleted.
Windows: Please make sure there is no faboollaserwin in the program and function of control panel. In
case it exist, please do ride side clicking on faboollaserwin, and run the uninstall.
Mac: Please make sure there is no faboollasermac in MacintoshHD library and no
com.smartdiys.faboollaser.plist in LaunchDeamons. If those exist, please delete it.

Please change the USN port you are using.

Please unconnect another USB cables in case you have others except FABOOL machine's.

Please connect USB directly to PC ( Don't use hub tools)

For Windows user
Please check if it shows "STMicroelectronics Virtual COM Port（COMｘ）" at "Port (COM and LPT)" of
device manager after you connect machine and PC with USB. 
→If it doesn't show, please make sure board switch is on ( heat sink side ). If the switch is on, it is driver
install error, so please install desktop software.
*At that time, please check serial communication driver on component choice.
*If it still says not connected after you try all of the above, please install browser software's driver, and
uninstall it right after.

CCannot open *.tif file on Windows 7 and 10.annot open *.tif file on Windows 7 and 10.
Last updated: 2018-04-19T01:29:33.000Z | Online Version

Please change filename extension from *.tif to *.tiff.

II want to keep both software, Desktop and want to keep both software, Desktop and

https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003295713-It-says-Not-connected-even-you-connect-USB-
https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003269174-Cannot-open-tif-file-on-Windows-7-and-10-


II want to keep both software, Desktop and want to keep both software, Desktop and
Browser one.Browser one.
Last updated: 2018-04-19T01:29:07.000Z | Online Version

1: Please install the driver of browser software after you install desktop one. *If you used to use browser
software, the desktop one's driver is uninstalled when you install desktop software, so you need to install it
again.

2: When you want to use desktop one, please open "Service and Application" from Computer
Management of windows menu, click service, and please terminate " FABOOL Laser win".

3: Then you can turn on desktop software.

*Vice versa: If you want to use browser software, please start on service instead of termination as it
mentioned above.
*If you are trying to use browser one first, after you turn the PC on, you don't need to change any settings.
*You cannot open 2 software at same time.
It says "cannot write in maintenacetool.exe.new" when you install.

II do not know how to do the repeated processing do not know how to do the repeated processing
of a single path.of a single path.
Last updated: 2019-09-12T07:37:39.000Z | Online Version

To set it, click on "Add path" on settings of processing parameters on the right bottom of main page. For
SVG, you can repeat only particular colors to repeat by selecting the color of path.

Problems about importing dataProblems about importing data

IImages embedded in SVG are not recognized inmages embedded in SVG are not recognized in

https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003269154-I-want-to-keep-both-software-Desktop-and-Browser-one-
http://www.smartdiys.cc/support/troubleshooting.html#ts16
https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003269074-I-do-not-know-how-to-do-the-repeated-processing-of-a-single-path-


IImages embedded in SVG are not recognized inmages embedded in SVG are not recognized in
FABOOL Software.FABOOL Software.
Last updated: 2018-04-19T01:13:56.000Z | Online Version

FABOOL Software does not recognize images embedded in SVG, but can import all types of images
directly so import images separately to FABOOL Software.

CColor coding is done in the original data, but isolor coding is done in the original data, but is
not reflected on uploaded data.not reflected on uploaded data.
Last updated: 2018-04-19T01:11:42.000Z | Online Version

Color coding is possible only in SVG files. DXF and other files cannot do color coding.

FFigures and texts drawn with drawing softwaresigures and texts drawn with drawing softwares
(Inkscape, Illustrator, etc) are not appearing(Inkscape, Illustrator, etc) are not appearing
when imported to FABOOL Software.when imported to FABOOL Software.
Last updated: 2018-04-19T01:10:56.000Z | Online Version

(Texts)
FABOOL Software does not import texts as it is. Set a color for strokes on drawing softwares and convert
it to "path" before importing. See the manual of FABOOL Laser Mini for more detail.

(Figures)
It might be the case that no color is set for strokes. (figures are appearing with fil). Set a color for stroke
and try again.

DData does not reflect the filled-up figures.ata does not reflect the filled-up figures.

https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003268954-Images-embedded-in-SVG-are-not-recognized-in-FABOOL-Software-
https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003295313-Color-coding-is-done-in-the-original-data-but-is-not-reflected-on-uploaded-data-
https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003268934-Figures-and-texts-drawn-with-drawing-softwares-Inkscape-Illustrator-etc-are-not-appearing-when-imported-to-FABOOL-Software-


DData does not reflect the filled-up figures.ata does not reflect the filled-up figures.
Last updated: 2018-04-19T01:10:02.000Z | Online Version

Fill done in drawing software will not be reflected on processing data as it is. See the manual of FABOOL
Laser Mini for more detail.

https://support.smartdiys.cc/hc/en-us/articles/360003295213-Data-does-not-reflect-the-filled-up-figures-
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